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SOBITOT: Development of Hester Photo Chip and ACIC Support of 
the NOL Pragre 

A meeting batsmen representatives of the MOL Freer= Office, 
MOE. Systeme Office and ACIC was held in Les Angeles, 16 end IT Mk" 
to diseues the Water Photo Chip (AFC) and other ACIC support of 
the ACI. Peegram. 

ACIC reviewed the format they have developed for the AFC 
and shoved samples e*iii have been prepared for several instslloe 
ttcna contained in the DORIAN target model. One* ACIC receives 
authority to begin production and is given a list of install.. 
tions for Whiah AFC's are requized, it is estimated that chips 
can be me-4e in 6 to 8 months using existing manual chip producing 
nethods. The time communise; effort at relating the AFC grid to 
the W08 eon be accomplished later, but in the interim the AFC's 
will be available for identifieation of DORIAN targets. Equip. 
meat reggirements for the AFC production include procurement of 
a chip printer and modifications to a chip processor. This 
equipment gill be regeired in about 3 months and will require the 
SPO to provide approximately $70,000. 

ACIC also reviewed their concept for producing on.orbit cues 
from the AFC. Currently Aerospace and the SPO axe studying 
several areas associated with ape ordering segesoce on the axims 
rum such as access times target density, nultiple aiming points 
on the sane cue, and alphLeesserie deseriptions. There is a leek 
of information about the Visual Display Projector aim* the Ga. 
subcontract for this item has been in limbo since last December 
because of funding plans. It was evident that considerable 
coordination between the SPO and ACIC will be needed during the 
development of a cue-ine concept. 

Oenerel egelpmmet revirements have been defined by ACM. 
Thesis include 70mm printers and processors, cue printers and 
editors, and cassette loaders. ACIC is prepared to define de. 
tailed technical Aliseifieatioos, but the SPO will have to develop 
Aentraating and funding Procedures. 

Pa a result of the two days at discussions it was obvious 
that memy aspects of the relationship between the SPO and ACIC 
need to be better defined and coordinated. SPO representatives 
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made many refertaces to ,ICIC support (e.g1 simulator stimulus 
material, includtne flight crew handbooks on the eue eassettes) 
which appeared to acme as a cemplete surprise to the ACIC 
representatives. Considering the current problems which MIN 
has encountered in Obtaining en increase IA manpover authoriza-
tion at ACIC for the )WC effort, any significant additional 
requirements for ACIC support should be identified as soon as 
poesible. The SPO should provide .ACIC a comprehensive outline 
or all support now anticipated to insure that ACIC has Identio. 
fled the neoessazy rescurees. 

The Teat Operations Directorate bad not yet been informed 
of General Stewart's recentsmmewendum to General Ileymaier 
which requested that a single SPO project officer be designated 
for the MPC related efforts. Lt Colonel O'Toole agreed that 
this Should be done, but was awaiting direction from General 
Bleymnier. Lt Colonel O'Toole was net aware of the require-
ments for a presentation on the IWC concept at the nest PRO, 
and no preparations 4211 being nada. 
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